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Abstract. Smart wearables can be used in the workplace for organisations to
monitor and decrease the stress levels of their employees so they can work
better. Such technologies record personal data, which employees might not want
to share. The GDPR makes it compulsory to get employees’ consent in such a
scenario, but is seen as asking a yes/no question. We show that implementing
this consent procedure is not enough to protect employees and make them adopt
devices. Based on interviews, we argue that more control must be given to
employees on which data is collected and why through an ongoing engagement
and consent procedure. It could lead to higher technology adoption rates and
data quality.
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1 Introduction

Microchips implants to control the environment [9], piercing like implants to get new
senses1, wearable devices to manage our stress [15], some have started to propose the
use of cyborg-like technology to individuals and organisations. While individual use of
such technologies can be seen as an application of the right to morphological freedom
[20], their use under the impulse of an employer is more problematic as employees
might not have a choice but to change themselves for the purpose of better work
performance. Indeed, these technologies are meant to increase the physical, cognitive,
and psychological abilities of the individuals so that they reach higher levels of hap-
piness than confined in the natural limits of their bodies [14]. They have only an
indirect impact on work as they are targeting generic abilities and designed to benefit to
the individual, at work and after work when doing multiple different tasks. It is because
I perceive directions better that I perform better in orientation tasks, it is because I have
a microchip that I open door without movement and am faster in carrying elements.
Completing tasks faster, better, in new ways is seen as intelligence augmentation [6]
and is a promise of increased productivity in the workplace.

1 https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/jan/06/first-humans-sense-where-north-is-cyborg-
gadget.
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Notwithstanding the possibility offered by enhancement technologies to create
value for business, and it being a market in itself, the use of enhancement technologies
at work raises both moral and legal issues. These technologies can record personal data.
In such a case, issues related to the ownership of the data and to the respect of the
employees’ privacy arise.

Since 2018, in Europe it is compulsory to ask for specific and explicit consent when
recording personal data as per the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Per-
sonal data is interpreted as being anything which relates to or allows to identify an
individual. This leads to a series of yes or no question in research protocols or before
users can use a new technology or service. It allows individuals to decide how their
personal data is handled and so to ensure their privacy is respected as much they can.

In many ways, one could argue that users of human enhancement technologies
proposed by their organisation should be given the same right to give consent and that
their interests would be protected by it. Companies themselves insist on having given a
choice to employees and on that use is voluntary [9]. However, there are several
challenges attached to gaining meaningful specific consent when considering the use of
human enhancement technologies in the workplace. Firstly, these technologies are
considered as emerging: the consequences of their use are not revealed yet, and not all
of them can be anticipated. This means it can be difficult to obtain informed consent.
Secondly, the use of these technologies in the workplace, a social and political envi-
ronment, raises issues in terms of (perceived) pressure to consent. The interests of the
employees might not be protected by simply asking for consent. Privacy has been
shown to have an impact on technology acceptance in other domains [23], suggesting
that individuals might consider ethical issues when choosing to use a technology.
Implementing a consent procedure that reassures potential users about what can be
done with their personal data is required. How can the limits of consent be overcome so
as to guarantee a protection of the interests of the employees? Can it also improve the
quality of the data gathered?

The thesis outlined in this paper is that to preserve the autonomy of participants, it
is necessary to go beyond the formality of seeking consent. Rather, one needs to
increase the control that the participants have over the course of the experiment on the
data collected and its use.

Firstly, we analyse the concept of consent and show that seeking consent is meant
to protect autonomy. Then, we present the case of an ongoing research project where
hospitals are to ask their staff to use wearable technologies to monitor physical indi-
cators of stress where the different approaches to consent prove to be ineffective in
protecting the participants’ autonomy. Thirdly, we introduce how displacing the focus
from consent to control is more satisfactory in ensuring the participants’ autonomy
efficiently, in spite of its costs.

2 Seeking Consent as a Procedure to Protect Autonomy

The concept of consent is most discussed in the sphere of bioethics, from which we will
draw in this section. Indeed, historically, the notion of consent, i.e. that an individual
agrees to take part in a (medical) procedure, appeared during the Nuremberg trials and
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was set out in the 1947 Nuremberg code as a way to protect individual’s autonomy.
Seeking consent is needed in order to make sure that individuals are not subject to
procedures they do approve. Going further, Beauchamp and Childress [3] define per-
sonal autonomy as when ‘The autonomous individual acts freely in accordance with a
self-chosen plan, analogous to the way an independent government manages its ter-
ritories and establishes its policies’ (pp 99–100). Protecting the personal autonomy of
individuals requires giving them the opportunity to evaluate how a proposed course of
action fits with their own desired trajectory. In this paper, we will consider only the
case when individuals with capacity to give consent, i.e. adults with the needed cog-
nitive abilities, are asked for consent or dissent. This means the individuals we consider
are able to set their plans and evaluate options.

To achieve a form of consent which does protect the personal autonomy of such
individuals, it is necessary to add two conditions: the consent must be properly
informed and freely given (1964 Helsinki Declaration). This means that seeking con-
sent is more than asking a yes or no question but is a process throughout which
individuals get information on the purposes, procedures, of the research they are taking
part in. This information must not be deceitful and must be provided in a language
intelligible to the individuals whose consent is sought. Furthermore, this process must
be implemented so that there are no threats, coercion, or persuasion to agree. While in
the light of history some may read the requirement for no pressure and violence as the
absence of physical coercion, this concept must be understood more broadly as there
can be a form of psychological pressure to agree, depending on social pressure.
Individuals are not isolated when they make their decision to consent or dissent and this
social context, with its emotional and embodied aspects, needs to be considered. Since
the 70s, there is a turn towards such a form of relational autonomy. The place of
individuals or groups who have a responsibility in engaging with the individuals to
inform their decision is to be considered. Protecting their autonomy, in this relational
view, means that paternalistic approaches where an organisation would decide a priori
what is the course of action to follow, are prohibited as each individual has a pre-
established plan and can reject propositions which divert from the plan. Surrogate
decisions and paternalism are to be avoided here and a principle of non-domination is
to be followed. The absence of coercion, persuasion or threats also means that indi-
viduals must not face only bad alternatives if they dissent. Consent allows a sense of
personal integrity as it enables the individual to follow their plan for themselves and
their bodies. Consent is related to the concept of self-ownership [12], implying that we
have ownership over our bodies and selves, and perhaps our data.

While asking for consent is an additional procedure, it can reinforce trust. The
relationship between trust and consent is seen as positive [16] as it means that one can
trust that the researcher will respect the terms of consent and the trust put in him by the
individual, so no abuses will occur.

Consent can take different forms. It can be broad, or specific. Specific forms of
consent are to be sought in current legislation (GDPR). This means that individuals are
asked for consent on each aspect of the procedure or data collection which involves
their personal data. They can object to certain tools (being recorded, with voice being
personal data), while still giving consent to be part of a research project on a given
topic. This means that more flexibility is required from the side of the researcher or of
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any organisation collecting personal data. Consent can also be sought at multiple times
in order to verify that the individual still agrees to continuing the procedure.

3 Seeking Consent Is not Enough to Protect Autonomy: The
Case of Stress-Monitoring Wearables in the Workplace

The literature shows that such conceptions of consent do not allow to protect autonomy
and self-ownership in the case of the use of wearables at work, even though seeking
consent as mentioned in the law is seen as a solution to avoid ethical issues in practice.

3.1 Wearables at Work: A New Take on Consent Is Needed

We investigate how hospitals consider these stress-monitoring wearables and how
nurses could be asked to use them. The Information System literature looking at
technology acceptance in hospitals does not consider the use of wearables for physi-
cians, but the use of tools used to cure patients or wearables for patients. Given the
fundamental difference between the types and aims of the technologies explored in
these cases and the one we are investigating, we do not base our argument on this
previous research. There is little evidence of the impact of smart wearable technologies
[7]. Extant research in the domain of consumer wearables has also put the emphasis on
privacy and data security [1]. Literature on the use of wearables at work emphasizes the
risks of surveillance [17, 24].

The extant literature on wearables at work shows that gaining meaningful consent is
difficult. While the literature does not tackle consent directly, we look at consenting to
participation is as a form of technology acceptance. In the acceptance of wearable,
perceived benefits outweigh perceived risks, so that users might be incentivized to
surrender their data and privacy for a greater benefit [25]. When thinking of the
workplace, benefits might be tangible and take the form of securing a job or a monetary
compensation. Privacy trade-offs and impacts on health however, might not be recog-
nized by employees early on but rather through long term use. This means that consent
cannot be meaningfully given at the beginning of an experiment or when a technology is
just introduced as the individuals do not realize what they are consenting to.

This is made even more significant considering the effectual approach followed by
the project, which is often seen in entrepreneurship and innovation and characterizes
cases where organisations try to put a means to an end. It implies that the organisation
must make decisions looking at what it can afford, but also at the risks individuals are
ready to take [21]. Effectual reasoning is related to overtrust in the project in organi-
sations. In our case, we look at a situation where the use of technology is suggested, but
the organisation still has to make sense of how to make the technology useful for its
own purposes and to think about how to implement it an efficient and ethical manner so
that individuals use it. This means that the organisation has to reflect on how to
appropriate the technology along the way and how employees can use this technology.
It makes it difficult to ask for specific consent in the first place, as the possibilities
coming from the use of the technologies are still to be discovered. Options can be given
to individuals, but they risk being meaningless as they have not been tested beforehand.
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Finally, users appropriate a system through time [5, 13, 19] and learn how to use it, so
that their attitudes can change overtime: they can pause their usage or segment it [10].
As a reaction to automation, individuals can also misuse, disuse or abuse the device
purposefully [4, 18]. Seeking consent at only one moment does not address the actual
behaviors of users who change opinions over time.

Consent could be offered at several moments so that individuals have the possibility
to withdraw. However, this is not the optimal solution for several reasons. Firstly, a
withdrawal might intervene after a problematic situation has occurred and trust
decreased. Secondly, there might be felt-pressure not to withdraw due to social pressure
as described above. Thirdly, this would mean a total non-use of the system, while
solutions to adapt uses could be found so that the investment in the information system
can still bring some returns (even though not at the scale at which it was thought at
first).

Turning towards the ethics literature on consent for the use of mobile health devices
highlights that translating the notion of consent, born in the medical and bioethical
realms, to medical technologies requires adjustments which imply more extensive
procedures and less authority for individual laypersons [2]. The technology we intend
to use deals with medical data (stress and mental health, but also as it captures data on
heartbeat, blood pressure, skin conductivity), and is of mobile nature, suggesting that
the extant literature on the limits of consent apply and, given the sensitivity of the data,
more extensive procedures to inform and collect consent are needed. Because the use of
the technology is not vital in our case, laypeople can have more control in deciding
what technology to use and when. Doing otherwise, especially in a hierarchical setting
like in a company would act paternalistically. This can be revisited in different con-
texts, given the expertise and ability to assess the technology of individuals.

An additional difficulty is added by the workplace setting. Indeed, the workplace
also refers to a setting where autonomy is socially-embedded, and where the decision
not to participate in the use of a technology can be meaningful and stigmatizing. For
instance, [9] shows that employees proposed the use of microchip implants refer to the
need to protect their image and not to be laggards when they are interrogated about
their attitude towards the microchips. There needs to be a process where users have the
possibility to influence the implementation plan and make decisions, rather than having
to withdraw from the process totally.

We have shown that regular consent procedure might not be enough to protect the
autonomy of employees. To gain meaningful consent, procedures coming from
bioethics need to be adapted: the focus should be displaced from personal autonomy to
relational autonomy. These procedures also need to take into account the hierarchical
relationship at play and employees should be given control over the use of the tech-
nology. In practice, not so much thought is given to the informed consent procedure,
even if managers are aware of the sensitivity of the data.

3.2 An Illustrated Case: The Role of Consent in the Implementation
of Wearables for Stress-Monitoring Purposes

The first step of this research consisted in exploratory interviews with 10 managers of a
hospital in Italy and 5 managers of a rehabilitation center in the Netherlands. These
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‘managers’ span from administrative staff to scientific and medical staff. The inter-
viewees were asked what the sources of stress in their organisations are, what form of
data would be useful to fight stress, how it could be used for management, what could
be consequences for employees, and how they would get employees to wear and use
the device. For the purpose of this conference paper, we performed a preliminary
analysis of the transcripts looking at (1) how sensitive is the data to be collected
perceived to be and (2) what are the ethical concerns identified by the managers,
including how to get consent.

Interviewees proceeded by themselves to an assessment of the potential benefits
and harms of introducing stress-monitoring wearables for the organisation (see
Table 1). It implicitly mentioned the need for fairness in the representation of stress
through the data (the word fairness was not used but the concept was described). These
potential harms underline that the data to be collected could span outside of working
hours and that the organisation would get a database from which the health status of
individuals could be inferred. Rules on what needs to be inferred to protect employees
(detect the premises of a heart attack) or what should not be known by the hospital are
difficult to establish. Rules on how to handle the needs for reorganization are also
needed. Involving the employees in shaping the policies around what is meant to be
done with their data could be a way to avoid backlash.

This is not to say that all potential harms were listed. Indeed, they were focusing on
what could happen to the organisation rather than the individual. They were also
adopting a consequentialist perspective, without consideration of other approaches to
assessing the technology (deontological, virtue-based approaches for instance).
Besides, it can be difficult to forecast risks. Recent literature suggests that new
frameworks are required in order to proceed to the ethical assessment of technologies
for cognitive enhancement [8], and that approaches going beyond the traditional use of

Table 1. Potential benefits and harms of the stress-monitoring wearables

Potential Benefits Potential Harms

Less sick leaves, less burn outs More complaints which are difficult to handle,
demands to change wards

Better team management Unfairness of the data (measuring stress objectively
might not be possible), making it difficult to use

Less errors Difficulty to explain the organisation will never be
stressless – how to divide stressful times (night
shifts) fairly

Better communication Difficulty to separate stress coming from personal
situations and stressing coming from work

Less stress Difficulty in deciding how the data could be
analysed for maximum usefulness

Possibility to prove stress Inferring elements about employees’ health
Possibility to use the device to regain
control over work conditions
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checklist-based technology assessments are required as they do not allow to account for
the new issues that can arise with emerging technologies [11]. It is difficult to predict
what can occur once data is aggregated from several users or an intermediary service or
party appears to process the data. There is a need for a dynamic procedure, where users
can shape the extent of consent as they are in the experiment and discover potential
issues.

However, there is an awareness that stress comes from work, but also from personal
situations at home, and so measuring stress levels might be an inquiry in the personal
sphere of the individual. Without the device, stressed nurses can be talking to their
Head and decide to divulge a problem, which is not the same as the organisation
wondering about the data collected and, potentially, scheduling an appointment to
discuss someone’s stress. The origin of the conversation and the dynamic of how one
can decide to retain or share information is different.

Interviewees are also aware that stress is related to personality as it is subjectively
felt: some individuals are stressed in a situation A when others are not, perhaps because
they have developed better coping mechanisms. Monitoring stress levels, be it for
research within an organisation or as a part of the regular functioning of the organi-
sation, is not a trivial undertaking as it allows to record data on the personal experience
that one has at work and how this experience is dealt with. It is recording deeply-
personal data.

Furthermore, the wearable aims at, ultimately, being able to manage stress. The
impact of the device is on the employees, not only on a task (as would be for a regular
work tool). For an organisation to decide unilaterally that its employees need com-
pulsory support in this domain could be seen as a paternalistic decision. Besides, the
recording of personal data requires asking for consent2.

Enthusiasm about the device is expressed by employees only when thinking about
how it can be used to show to managers how one works best, and the thought that these
might not be followed up on raises skepticism on the device. Having individuals
defining the purposes of the data collection seem rather important.

Even if these elements seem to point at the need to ask for thorough consent, the
notion of consent was mentioned just a few times and only to be rapidly dismissed. For
instance, managers from different sections explain that “As you as you ask for consent,
it’s okay, no problem”, and another one says that “If you ask for consent, it’s legal, the
rest is a moral problem but legally we are fine”. It was assumed by participants that
asking for consent and staying in the legal limits for hours of monitoring were the only
elements they had to comply with to avoid legal and ethical issues. Consent was
discussed broadly, even though this does not mean that specific consent was not
considered. Rather, the project being at an initial phase, the participants could not yet
dwell on details and discuss specific areas where consent would be needed.

The interviews show that for the device to bring the desired outcome, which is
reducing stress, devices have to be worn by teams and monitor stress throughout time,
possibly at work and outside of work. It gives to the organisation data that can be used

2 This holds to be true regardless of the format taken by the device: it could be embedded in uniforms,
without making the collection of data active by default.
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to infer elements about the health of employees, and not only to potentially manage
them better. This makes the use of the device sensitive. In order to protect the
autonomy of the employees and ensure that they consent to a use of the data that will
not trigger harmful consequences for them, we need to find ways to give employees
control over what data they want to contribute and to what aim. What is at stake is to
avoid the exploitation of employees by organisations. Other fields, such as biobanking,
have pushed towards engagement and stakeholder participation for consent [22] for
similar reasons. We propose in the next section some reflections on what the ongoing
engagement can concern.

4 From Consent to Control

4.1 More Control for More Autonomy

One way to overcome the issues identified in the literature and through the interviews is
to give control back to the employees over the usage of the device and of the data that
is being collected through the design of flexible data collection plans. Before going
further in explaining why this might be beneficial, a few examples illustrating what is
meant here by control and flexibility must be given:

• The users decide what hypotheses they want to check with the data that will be
collected: they might want to measure their stress levels before and after certain
events, in specific team configurations, which they know could be useful in order to
obtain useful and meaningful data, i.e. data that can be used to inform workflow
management;

• The users have control over the duration of use of the device during the day;
• The users have control over the choice of moments when they want to use the

device, and so can stop their use when their experience of the device gets in the way
of their work and priorities;

• The users have control over who sees their data;
• The procedure is ongoing and the person responsible for the technology imple-

mentation checks at regular intervals how the technology is used by surveying
individuals.

This approach requires an ongoing engagement of the (potential) users with the
purposes of the data collection. In this way, they can evaluate what are the purposes to
be pursued with the data collection in order to protect or increase their autonomy, even
though the data collected might be seen as a way of controlling employees3. The
process, as it is ongoing, allows the users to reflect on the unintended consequences of
the data collection and the data aggregation so that they can adapt their use. This can
prevent rejecting the system, which comes at cost when it occurs have an organisation
has invested in an information system.

3 This paradox between autonomy and control has been described in the literature (Gilbert and
Sutherland, 2013).
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For the organisation, giving control to the users (or here research participants) is
rather scary. Indeed, it implies the risk of having data that is not easily comparable or
statistically significant. Synergies and insights that would make sense at scale might not
be revealed by scattered patterns of use. However, it can allow to increase trust sig-
nificantly: trust in the data as it is willingly given by the employees without forms of
misuse4; trust in the employees can be perceived as higher as they are given control by
the employer; trust in the employer can rise as employees feel heard and respected.
Going one step further, the trustworthiness of the employer could increase as the
organisation made itself vulnerable to the employees’ willingness to collect useful data.
These hypotheses are to be validated. Finally, the data collected might be more rele-
vant: instead of relying on data science to identify patterns and potential managerial
solutions, such an approach relies on the instincts and needs of workers themselves,
who know their own stress and the elements in their work conditions which can be
changed (and the ones which cannot). The aggregation of data might help to identify
how to compose balanced-teams, or when authorized by the employee, to check
whether hypotheses valid for others are also true in their cases. There is a shift between
inductive and deductive logic that occurs in how the data is analysed, due to the
constraints around consent, which may appeal more to the users as it allows them to use
the technology, rather than having the technology use their data to do its work.

4.2 Limits

While such an approach opens new research opportunities as mentioned above, it also
raises questions.

Firstly, there are costs due to the organisation of such a process, which are
incumbent to the organisation. Indeed, such a scenario comes with more control for
users, but is also more demanding of them. It requires that individuals take responsi-
bility about their usage and engage time and cognitive resources in order to understand
the information system, its risks and potential advantages, so that they can truly take
control over it. This can be a source of stress due to the mismatch between the
competencies required from the job and the competencies required to understand the
information system. It can be a cost for the organisation as it implies providing training
to employees.

Secondly, it needs to be considered whether such an approach is viable through
time or if it is meant as a transitory process before gaining a better understanding of
how the technology can benefit both employees and the organisation. If it is a transitory
process, then the autonomy of employees joining after this initial test phase might be
negatively impacted because they had other plans for themselves than the individuals
who did participate. As mentioned above, autonomy is socially-embedded and rela-
tional, and so mechanisms need to be designed to consider both this social and the

4 Examples of misuses could be measuring indicators of stress when going up and down the stairs to
have a higher heart beat rate and thus give data which might indicate stress which is not related to
work.
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personal aspects of autonomy. If it is a transitory process, then it becomes difficult to
adapt the practice of the technology to the changing environment.

Thirdly, there might be individuals who consent but do not engage fully with the
process, so that their point of view is not represented even though from a procedural
perspective, these individuals participate.

Fourthly, what about the individuals who decide to not participate and how is their
opinion considered?

In such a scenario where the technology might affect work conditions, relation-
ships, is it realistic to proceed without everyone participating? Indeed, we saw earlier
that autonomy is socially-embedded, but in many ways also relational. If one person
decides to participate, this participation can have an impact on the job conditions of the
other person who does not participate, so that non-participation is not a guarantee of
status quo. Similarly, when individuals do not participate, the value of the others’
participation can decrease as the data is not big enough in order to draw conclusions.

5 Conclusions

We have shown that the simple act of asking for employees’ consent to the use of a
stress-monitoring wearable is not enough to protect the autonomy of the employees. It
is therefore failing at meeting its goal. We introduced the idea of moving from asking
consent to giving control to employees themselves by engaging continuously them with
the ways in which the data collection occurs and the purposes in which it occurs. This
is different from a repeated consent as introducing control gives agency to the indi-
viduals. Such approaches can be particularly helpful in order to assess how an existing
technology can be used by surveying how it is experienced and best implemented. It is
an approach that can be helpful in organisations in order to ensure that technologies are
used in a way that solves employee’s issues, instead of creating new ones. It might also
allow technologies perceived as controlling to help employees to regain more auton-
omy. The impact of introducing such a process onto trust and trustworthiness need to
be assessed, as well as the impact on technology adoption.
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